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Public Transport offences and fines
As at 1 July 2021
Offence

Fine (From 1 July 21)

Fare evasion¹

$275

Failure to produce ticket or token¹

$275

Failure to give ticket or token to driver or authorised person¹

$275

Failure to state name, address, age or give evidence of the correctness thereof³

$275

Failure to give information by certain persons³

$275

Failure to produce evidence of concession entitlement¹

$275

Failure to supply name, address and age¹

$275

Smoking in a public passenger vehicle¹

$275

Smoking in signed area of regulated area¹

$275

Smoking on a railway²

$275

Consumption of food or drink on a train²

$275

Consumption of food or drink on a public passenger vehicle without permission¹

$275

Drinking alcohol in a regulated area¹

$275

Drinking alcohol on railway without permission²

$275

Drinking alcohol on a train without permission²

$275

Placing feet on the seats of public passenger vehicle¹

$275

Placing feet on the seat of a train²

$275

Occupying more than one seat on a train²

$275

Taking an animal that is not an assistance animal on a public passenger vehicle without permission¹

$275

Taking or allowing an animal in a regulated area¹

$275

Taking or allowing an animal in a railway²

$275

Drive on busway or related infrastructure at more than the permitted speed¹

$275

Drive on busway or related infrastructure designed for pedestrian use or tram platform¹

$275

Park on busway or related infrastructure except in authorised place¹

$275

Failure to obey sign about driving/parking vehicle on busway or related infrastructure¹

$275

Parking a vehicle other than in a designated parking space²

$275

Failure to obey direction on a sign in relation to driving or parking a vehicle²

$275

Driving a vehicle (other than a wheelchair) on a bridge or platform or in a subway²

$275

Entering or leaving a railway other than through a proper entrance or exit¹

$275

Entering busway route without authorisation¹

$275

Taking or allowing animal on regulated area¹

$275

Selling, seeking business or conducting surveys in a regulated area¹

$275

Legislation reference:
¹Transport Operations (Passenger Transport) Regulation 2018
²Transport Infrastructure (Rail) Regulation 2006
³Transport Operations (Passenger Transport) Act 1994
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Selling, seeking business or conducting a survey on a railway²

$275

Playing a musical instrument or operating sound equipment in a regulated area¹

$275

Playing a musical instrument on a railway²

$275

Spitting in/on public passenger vehicle, light rail or related infrastructure¹

$275

Spitting on platform/train or thing on a platform²

$275

Create a disturbance or nuisance on public transport infrastructure or in a public passenger vehicle¹

$551

Littering on public transport infrastructure¹

$137

Obtaining hire or use of vehicle by fraud or misrepresentation³

$551

Interfering with public transport infrastructure, service, vehicle or equipment³

$551

Failure to obey direction to leave or not to enter a public passenger vehicle or related infrastructure³

$551

Entering or leaving railway other than through a proper entrance or exit²

$275

Entering a train not designed for passengers²

$275

Entering or leaving a public passenger vehicle other than through a proper entrance or exit¹

$275

Enter busway route without authorisation¹

$275

Entering or leaving moving train²

$275

Opening an external door of moving train²

$275

Placing a part of a persons body out of a window or door of moving train²

$275

Riding on the outside of a train

$275

Putting graffiti on a railway or train²

$275

Entering railway crossing while warning signal is sounding or has just sounded²

$275

Crossing railway line at non-designated crossing²

$275

Leaving wastepaper or rubbish on a railway other than in a container designated for that purpose²

$137

Littering in a regulated area¹

$137

Bringing onto a train designed for passengers a thing which, because of its size or shape cannot be
put a) under a seat, or b) in an overhead rack, or c) in a designated storage area²

$275

Placing an item where it may cause obstruction or injury²

$275

Legislation reference:
¹Transport Operations (Passenger Transport) Regulation 20¹8
²Transport Infrastructure (Rail) Regulation 2006
³Transport Operations (Passenger Transport) Act ¹994

